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Pr(W > M) = Pr(W — M > 0)

=Pr(Z>
5112)

=Pr(Z> 1342)

= 1— t(l.342) =0.090.

Thus, the probability that the woman will be taller than the man is 0090. 4

The Lognormal Distribution

It is very common to use normal distributions to model logarithms of random variables.
For this reason, a name is given to the distribution of the original random variables before
transforming. If log(X) has a normal distribution with mean u and variance a2, we say
that X has a lognormal distribution with parameters ,u and

Example 5,6.7 Failure Times of Ball Bearings. Products that are subject to wear and tear are generally
tested for endurance in order to estimate their useful lifetimes, Lawless (1982. Exam-
plc 5.2.2) describes data taken from Lieblein and Zelen (1956), which are measurements
of the numbers of millions of revolutions before failure for 23 ball bearings. The lognor
mal distribuiton is one popular model for times until failure. Figure 5.4 shows a histogram
of the 23 lifetimes together with a lognormal p.d.f. with parameters chosen to match the
observed data. The bars of the histogram in Fig. 5.4 have a similar interpretation to those
in Fig. 5.1, as described in Example 5.6.1. Suppose that the engineers are interested in
knowing how long to wait until there is a 90 percent chance that a ball bearing will have
failed. Then they want the 0.9 quantile of the distribution of lifetimes. Let X be the time
to failure of a ball bearing. The lognormal distribution of X plotted in Fig. 5.4 has param
eters 4.15 and 0.53342. The d.f. of X would then be F(x) = cJ ([log(x)

— 4.151/0.5334),
and the quantile function would be

F(p) =e4l5+O5334 ‘(1).

Millions of Revolutions

Figure 5.4 Histogram of lifetimes of ball bearings and fitted lognormal
p.d.f. for Example 5,6.7.
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278 Chapter 5 Special Distributions

where is the quantile function of the standard normal distribution. With p -0.9. we

get (09) 128 and f ‘(0.9) 1256. 1

The moments of a lognormal random variable are easy to compute based on the

rn.g.f of a normal distribution. If Y = logX) ha a nnrrnal distribution with mean g

and variance . then the rn.g.f. of I is drtj exptrt c 0.5r2t. But. the definition

of is t) Ee .Since Y log(X) we hase

V/It) E(e) F(e’ ) E(X1).

It follows that E(X ) ifr(t) for all real t, In particular, the mean and sariance of X are

E(X) = i(1) eXp([L + 0,5cr I,

VarX) V/(2) ())2 exp2 ± )[exp() 1].

Stock and Option Prices. Consider a stock like the one in Example 56.2 whose culTeut

price is S,,. Suppose that the price at u time units in the future is S,1 = S11ez’
. where Z

has a normal distribution with mean u and variance u2u Note that S,,e” -e7°’i

and Z + log(S1)has a normal distribution with mean uu + log(S11> and sariance u2u.

So S1 has a lognormal distribution with parameters ,uu log(S0)and u2u,

Black and Seholes (1973) developed a pricing scheme for options on stocks whose

prices follow a lognormal distribution, For the remainder of this example. we shall

consider a single time u and write the stock price as = S,1e’ where Z has a

standard normal distribution. Suppose that we need to price the option to buy one share of

the above stock for the price q at a particular time u in the future. As in Example 4.1.4 on

page 186. we shall use risk-neutral pricing. That is. we force the present value of E(S11)

to equal S0. If u is measured in years and the risk-free interest rate is r per year, then the

present value of E ( 5) is e rh ElS1). (This assumes that compounding of interest is done

continuously instead of just once as it was in Example 4.1.4. The effect of continuous

compounding is examined in Exercise 25i But £151) = S0e”’ . Setting equal

to e rllS,1ebtu+(rU 2 yields i = r — 2/2 when doing risk-neutral pricing.

Now, we can determine a price for the specified option. The value of the option at

time ii will be Ii (S11 t. where

Is—q ifsa.q,
hs) =

to otherwise.

Now, set/i = r 2/2. and it is easy to see that h(S11) > 0 if and only if

z>
log (f) — (r —a2/2)u

(7U -

We shall refer to the constant on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6.10) as c. The risk-

neutral price of the option is the present value of E(h(S11)). which equals

e ruE[I2(S)l = e f [Soehr 2]u
— q] Le 2

dz (5.6.111
-

Example 5.6.8

(5.6.10)
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